Ashley Watkins
Nationally Certified Résumé Writer
Career Coach | Speaker | Workshop Leader
…helping job seekers become diamonds in
the rough and

GET THE JOB!!
Ashley will empower your group to land better jobs and higher salaries!
Her workshops, seminars, trainings and breakout sessions are designed to guide participants at
all career levels in navigating the application process.
As a former corporate recruiter who has reviewed hundreds of résumés daily, Ashley knows all
too well the struggles job seekers encounter during their job search and she equips them with
the pizzazz needed to stand out in the crowd.

Popular Presentation Topics Include:
Social Media and Your Job Search
Harness the power of Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn
and Twitter to attract and engage employers while
maintaining a positive brand presence.

Recruiter Secrets Revealed
Ashley spills the beans about why recruiters aren’t
calling you back. This eye-opening training gives you
behind the scenes look at the application process.

The DIY Résumé
In this interactive training, Ashley offers a step-by-step
guide to crafting an attention-getting resume that
showcases the value you bring through high impact
formats, keywords, action verbs and strategies.

LinkedIn (Get Found and Get Hired)
Ashley shares LinkedIn strategies you can start using
to drive more traffic to your profile. After this session,
you’ll be equipped to create a keyword-rich profile to
entice top employers eager to fill their vacancies.

How You’re Sabotaging Your Job Search
Discover the surprising ways your current job search
techniques are sabotaging career opportunities. Ashley
helps you pinpoint and avoid these mistakes so you get
hired fast.

Interview Questions - What Employers Want
By the end of this specialized training, you will learn
stellar interviewing techniques, including a oneminute pitch, CAR stories, and salary negotiations.

“…her zeal for helping people
and passion for her line of work shine
through in all that she does. With her help,
I’ve been able to increase my salary by over 70%
compared to what I was earning before meeting her.
She is a true professional and she’s the best at what she does!
-Jondell Stephens, Client

Info@WriteStepResumes.com

205-352-4212

Who is Ashley?
Ashley Watkins is a Career Coach, Nationally Certified
Résumé Writer and Owner of Write Step Résumés, LLC. Her
company offers high-quality career documents and services to
generate more interviews and higher salary offers for job seekers
who are ready to advance or feel stuck in a dead-end job. She
gives them the boost they need to confidently present their
brand promise and communicate your value.
Ashley partners with job seekers and career changers to tailor
their résumés toward the positions of their dreams. By taking
full advantage of Write Step Résumés, LLC services, clients
appear in more employer searches, present their skills and
talents more effectively, and get more interview callbacks –
and most importantly, the salaries they deserve!
As a former corporate recruiter who has reviewed hundreds
of résumés daily, Ashley knows all too well the struggles
job seekers encounter during their job search. She serves
as your guide in navigating the application process and
equips you with the pizzazz you need to stand out in
the crowd. Her goal is to help job seekers become
diamonds in the rough and GET THE JOB!!
Since 2003, she has conducted countless interviews,
collaborated with key hiring decision makers, and
extended thousands of job offers to viable
candidates just like you. By working with Ashley,
you’ll gain insight into hiring techniques so
you’ll make a bigger impact in your job search.

“She gets you to think
about what it is you want
from your career and
how you can achieve
it. She truly has a gift!”
- Ebony Hall, Client

Ashley is originally from Montgomery, AL
and graduated with a BS in Human
Resources Management from Auburn
University Montgomery. She is one of
only 57 Nationally Certified Resume
Writers in the United States.
When she is not coaching clients, she
co-hosts a talk radio show and writes
articles for Hellobeautiful.com. You can
connect with her on Facebook, Twitter
and Instagram to learn more about
resume tips, career strategies and
Job search resources.

BOOK ASHLEY FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT!
Info@WriteStepResumes.com
205-352-4212

